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Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon.
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources,
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue.
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would
upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from

their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully
protected endangered status.
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers,
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be
required in a future revision of that plan.
The Conservation Alternative should include the following
provisions:
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have
established territories.
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the
Blue Range
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any
other politically derived restrictions - just as other
endangered species are allowed free movement.
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or
private "take" or predator control.
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would
serve an important role.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Maria Brown
1300 W Elna Rae St
Tempe, AZ 85281
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
NM
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon.
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources,
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue.
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would

upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully
protected endangered status.
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers,
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be
required in a future revision of that plan.
The Conservation Alternative should include the following
provisions:
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have
established territories.
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the
Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically
constrained by any other politically derived restrictions - just
as other endangered species are allowed free movement.
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or
private "take" or predator control.
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would
serve an important role.
Thank you so much for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Jeremy Lundquist
3126 Blakeley Ave.
Apt 8
Eau Claire, WI 54701
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
NM
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon.
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources,
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue.
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would

upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully
protected endangered status.
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers,
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be
required in a future revision of that plan.
The Conservation Alternative should include the following
provisions:
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have
established territories.
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the
Blue Range
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any
other politically derived restrictions - just as other
endangered species are allowed free movement.
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or
private "take" or predator control.
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would
serve an important role.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
tomás herndon
4716 pershing ave. S.E.
albuquerque, NM 87108
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
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Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon.
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources,
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue.
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would

upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully
protected endangered status.
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers,
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be
required in a future revision of that plan.
The Conservation Alternative should include the following
provisions:
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have
established territories.
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the
Blue Range
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any
other politically derived restrictions - just as other
endangered species are allowed free movement.
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or
private "take" or predator control.
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would
serve an important role.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
DEVINDER HANS
10328 HEMPHILL WAY
SAN DIEGO, CA 92126
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
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Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon.
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources,
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue.
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would

upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully
protected endangered status.
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers,
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be
required in a future revision of that plan.
The Conservation Alternative should include the following
provisions:
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have
established territories.
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the
Blue Range
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any
other politically derived restrictions - just as other
endangered species are allowed free movement.
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or
private "take" or predator control.
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would
serve an important role.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Carol-lee Zuvich
"11734 Wilshire Blvd., Apt. C801"
Los Angeles, CA 90025
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
NM
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
Hello. My name is James MacKay and I am taking the time today to
write to you about the need to change the rules governing
reintroduction of the Mexican Gray Wolf. It is absolutely
imperative that there is a Conservation alternative used for the
reintroduction. For ecosystems to work properly and benefit all
species including humans, predators must be present.
Reintroducing a top-of-the-ecosystem predator such as the
Mexican Gray Wolf requires that the reintroduction be managed
exclusively for the benefit of the wolf while it is getting
re-established or the reintroduction will fail. Doing anything
less is dooming the project to failure, and therefore accepting
a failed ecosystem as being adequate. A Conservation alternative

is the only way to manage this reintroduction properly, and this
alternative must be developed by scientists and biologists who
understand what the wolf needs for it's survival, not by Fish
and Wildlife officials who have always demonstrated that they
feel that wildlife is best managed by killing it.
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon.
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources,
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue.
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would
upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully
protected endangered status.
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers,
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be
required in a future revision of that plan.
The Conservation Alternative should include the following
provisions:
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have
established territories.
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the
Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically
constrained by any other politically derived restrictions - just
as other endangered species are allowed free movement.
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or
private "take" or predator control.
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would

serve an important role.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
James MacKay
624 5th street
Nelson, BC V1L 2X2
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
NM
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing

reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon.
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources,
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue.
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would
upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully
protected endangered status.
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers,
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be
required in a future revision of that plan.
The Conservation Alternative should include the following
provisions:
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have
established territories.
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the
Blue Range
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any
other politically derived restrictions - just as other
endangered species are allowed free movement.
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or
private "take" or predator control.
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would
serve an important role.
Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Robert and Barbara Leavitt
480 W. 18th St.
Upland, CA 91784
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
NM
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon.
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources,
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue.
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would

upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully
protected endangered status.
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers,
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be
required in a future revision of that plan.
The Conservation Alternative should include the following
provisions:
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have
established territories.
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the
Blue Range
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any
other politically derived restrictions - just as other
endangered species are allowed free movement.
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or
private "take" or predator control.
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would
serve an important role.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Heidi Shuler
549 South Ogden Dr
Los Angeles, CA 90036
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
NM
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon.
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources,
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue.
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would

upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully
protected endangered status.
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers,
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be
required in a future revision of that plan.
The Conservation Alternative should include the following
provisions:
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have
established territories.
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the
Blue Range
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any
other politically derived restrictions - just as other
endangered species are allowed free movement.
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or
private "take" or predator control.
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would
serve an important role.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Carrie Nichols
4702 Neptune Ave.
Newport Beach, CA 92663-2544
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
NM
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon.
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources,
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue.
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would

upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully
protected endangered status.
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers,
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be
required in a future revision of that plan.
The Conservation Alternative should include the following
provisions:
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have
established territories.
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the
Blue Range
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any
other politically derived restrictions - just as other
endangered species are allowed free movement.
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or
private "take" or predator control.
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would
serve an important role.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Kelly Garbato
147 SE 260th ST
Plattsburg, MO 64477
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
NM
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon.
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources,
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue.
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would

upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully
protected endangered status.
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers,
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be
required in a future revision of that plan.
The Conservation Alternative should include the following
provisions:
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have
established territories.
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the
Blue Range
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any
other politically derived restrictions - just as other
endangered species are allowed free movement.
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or
private "take" or predator control.
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would
serve an important role.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
John Kirchner
1002 Cottage Ave.
Fort Wayne, IN 46807
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
NM
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon.
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources,
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue.
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would

upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully
protected endangered status.
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers,
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be
required in a future revision of that plan.
The Conservation Alternative should include the following
provisions:
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have
established territories.
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the
Blue Range
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any
other politically derived restrictions - just as other
endangered species are allowed free movement.
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or
private "take" or predator control.
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would
serve an important role.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Lumina Greenway
580 Nelson Rd.
Nelson, NH 03457-5332
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
NM
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon.
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources,
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue.
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would

upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully
protected endangered status.
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers,
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be
required in a future revision of that plan.
The Conservation Alternative should include the following
provisions:
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have
established territories.
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the
Blue Range
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any
other politically derived restrictions - just as other
endangered species are allowed free movement.
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or
private "take" or predator control.
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would
serve an important role.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Kristin Howard
PO Box 62
Tesuque, NM 87574
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
NM
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon.
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources,
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue.
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would

upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully
protected endangered status.
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers,
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be
required in a future revision of that plan.
The Conservation Alternative should include the following
provisions:
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have
established territories.
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the
Blue Range
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any
other politically derived restrictions - just as other
endangered species are allowed free movement.
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or
private "take" or predator control.
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would
serve an important role.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Elaine Gremminger
526Mill St.
Campbellsport, WI 53010
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
NM
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon.
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources,
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue.
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would

upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully
protected endangered status.
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers,
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be
required in a future revision of that plan.
The Conservation Alternative should include the following
provisions:
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have
established territories.
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the
Blue Range
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any
other politically derived restrictions - just as other
endangered species are allowed free movement.
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or
private "take" or predator control.
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would
serve an important role.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Cathy Robinson
774 Willow Springs Drive
Mobile, AL 36695-4492
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
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Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon.
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources,
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue.
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would

upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully
protected endangered status.
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers,
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be
required in a future revision of that plan.
The Conservation Alternative should include the following
provisions:
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have
established territories.
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the
Blue Range
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any
other politically derived restrictions - just as other
endangered species are allowed free movement.
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or
private "take" or predator control.
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would
serve an important role.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Lois Balin
4925 Debeers Drive
El Paso, TX 79924
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
NM
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon.
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources,
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue.
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would

upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully
protected endangered status.
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers,
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be
required in a future revision of that plan.
The Conservation Alternative should include the following
provisions:
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have
established territories.
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the
Blue Range
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any
other politically derived restrictions - just as other
endangered species are allowed free movement.
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or
private "take" or predator control.
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would
serve an important role.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Antoinette Daab
1067 Atlantic Avenue
Baldwin, NY 11510
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
NM
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon.
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources,
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue.
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would

upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully
protected endangered status.
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers,
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be
required in a future revision of that plan.
The Conservation Alternative should include the following
provisions:
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have
established territories.
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the
Blue Range
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any
other politically derived restrictions - just as other
endangered species are allowed free movement.
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or
private "take" or predator control.
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would
serve an important role.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Jeff Hogg
220 Cross PL
Eugene, OR 97402
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
NM
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon.
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources,
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue.
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would

upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully
protected endangered status.
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers,
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be
required in a future revision of that plan.
The Conservation Alternative should include the following
provisions:
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have
established territories.
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the
Blue Range
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any
other politically derived restrictions - just as other
endangered species are allowed free movement.
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or
private "take" or predator control.
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would
serve an important role.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Lauren Kramer
1353 Walnut Lane
Macungie, PA 18062
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
NM
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon.
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources,
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue.
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would

upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully
protected endangered status.
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers,
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be
required in a future revision of that plan.
The Conservation Alternative should include the following
provisions:
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have
established territories.
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the
Blue Range
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any
other politically derived restrictions - just as other
endangered species are allowed free movement.
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or
private "take" or predator control.
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would
serve an important role.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Linda Hagar
220 N. Plumer Ave
Tucson, AZ 85719
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
NM
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon.
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources,
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue.
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would

upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully
protected endangered status.
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers,
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be
required in a future revision of that plan.
The Conservation Alternative should include the following
provisions:
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have
established territories.
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the
Blue Range
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any
other politically derived restrictions - just as other
endangered species are allowed free movement.
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or
private "take" or predator control.
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would
serve an important role.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Maria Butler
311 S 10th St. Apt. 102
Mount Vernon, WA 98274
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
NM
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon.
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources,
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue.
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would

upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully
protected endangered status.
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers,
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be
required in a future revision of that plan.
The Conservation Alternative should include the following
provisions:
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have
established territories.
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the
Blue Range
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any
other politically derived restrictions - just as other
endangered species are allowed free movement.
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or
private "take" or predator control.
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would
serve an important role.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Meg K Edstrom
8 Morris Avenue
Building One
Saco, ME 04072
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
NM
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon.
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources,
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue.
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would

upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully
protected endangered status.
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers,
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be
required in a future revision of that plan.
The Conservation Alternative should include the following
provisions:
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have
established territories.
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the
Blue Range
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any
other politically derived restrictions - just as other
endangered species are allowed free movement.
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or
private "take" or predator control.
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would
serve an important role.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Karen Knabe
2217 W. Lawrence Ave
Chicago, IL 60625
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
NM
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon.
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources,
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue.
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would

upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully
protected endangered status.
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers,
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be
required in a future revision of that plan.
The Conservation Alternative should include the following
provisions:
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have
established territories.
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the
Blue Range
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any
other politically derived restrictions - just as other
endangered species are allowed free movement.
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or
private "take" or predator control.
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would
serve an important role.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Brenda Tarkowski
252 W. Hamilton Dr.
Palatine, IL 60067
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
NM
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon.
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources,
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue.
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be

analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would
upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully
protected endangered status.
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers,
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be
required in a future revision of that plan.
The Conservation Alternative should include the following
provisions:
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have
established territories.
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the
Blue Range
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any
other politically derived restrictions - just as other
endangered species are allowed free movement.
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or
private "take" or predator control.
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would
serve an important role.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Shawn Sargent
26 Rosemary Lane
West Yarmouth, MA 02673
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
NM
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon.
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources,
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue.
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would

upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully
protected endangered status.
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers,
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be
required in a future revision of that plan.
The Conservation Alternative should include the following
provisions:
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have
established territories.
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the
Blue Range
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any
other politically derived restrictions - just as other
endangered species are allowed free movement.
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or
private "take" or predator control.
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would
serve an important role.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Angelo RCJR
Rod. Amaro Antonio Vieira 2463/303C
Florianópolis 88034101
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Dec 29, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.

After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Mrs. Patricia Cook
3395 Apple Cross Pl
Las Cruces, NM 88005-3714
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Dec 29, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.

After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Ms. Julia Rouvier
1450 W Kaibab Ln Lot 83
Flagstaff, AZ 86001-6277
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Dec 29, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.

After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Mr. Kurt Florman
PO Box 682
Yarnell, AZ 85362-0682
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Dec 29, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.

After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Ms. Julia Rouvier
1450 W Kaibab Ln Lot 83
Flagstaff, AZ 86001-6277
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Dec 29, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

please please please do whatever it takes to save wolves. i'll help
any way i can. i can't stand seeing an animal die. so please do it for
me and all those people who are fighting for the cause.

Sincerely,
Miss kaitlyn lewicki
55594 Belle Ln
Macomb, MI 48042-2366
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Dec 29, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery

efforts in the Southwest.
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Mrs. Karen L. Johnson
2625 S Holbrook Ln
Tempe, AZ 85282-2939
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Dec 29, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.

After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Mr. Alan Goggins
18456 Vernon Ct
Hayward, CA 94546-2230
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Dec 29, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery

efforts in the Southwest.
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
It is very important to save a species that has been targeted and
killed for years....we should be ashamed. Let's do something to help
these critters!!....
Judy Miller
Sincerely,
Mrs. Judy Miller
PO Box 1825
Dolan Springs, AZ 86441-1825
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Dec 29, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.

After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Ms. Clelia Rodriguez
16343 N 172nd Ave
Surprise, AZ 85388-0223
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
NM
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon.
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources,
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue.
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would

upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully
protected endangered status.
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers,
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be
required in a future revision of that plan.
The Conservation Alternative should include the following
provisions:
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have
established territories.
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the
Blue Range
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any
other politically derived restrictions - just as other
endangered species are allowed free movement.
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or
private "take" or predator control.
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would
serve an important role.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
David Bremenstuhl
9601 Brink RD
Gaithersburg, MD 20882
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
NM
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon.
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources,
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue.
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would

upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully
protected endangered status.
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers,
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be
required in a future revision of that plan.
The Conservation Alternative should include the following
provisions:
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have
established territories.
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the
Blue Range
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any
other politically derived restrictions - just as other
endangered species are allowed free movement.
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or
private "take" or predator control.
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would
serve an important role.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Mel S Stark
795 Lake Holiday Drive
Sandwich, IL 60548-9318
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
NM
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon.
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources,
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue.
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would

upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully
protected endangered status.
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers,
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be
required in a future revision of that plan.
The Conservation Alternative should include the following
provisions:
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have
established territories.
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the
Blue Range
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any
other politically derived restrictions - just as other
endangered species are allowed free movement.
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or
private "take" or predator control.
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would
serve an important role.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Duane Tendick
6206 W Zoe Ella Way
Glendale, AZ 85306
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
NM
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon.
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources,
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue.
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would

upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully
protected endangered status.
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers,
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be
required in a future revision of that plan.
The Conservation Alternative should include the following
provisions:
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have
established territories.
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the
Blue Range
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any
other politically derived restrictions - just as other
endangered species are allowed free movement.
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or
private "take" or predator control.
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would
serve an important role.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Marc Santora
151 Pines Lake Dr. E
Wayne, NJ 07470-5006
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I for one would like the records of the 1850's to 1940's published
within
your site, wherein the United States put a bounty on all wolves,
including
the coyote, I would like to have the public aware of the dangers that
these predators posed to the American people during that time. And the
total amount paid to eradicate the wolf.

I would also like to know how the re-interdiction of these or any other
predator will help the environment.
It has been proven over the years that the wolf was and is a tool of
destruction to the American farmer, rancher, and therefore is
detrimental
to the American public.
I say no, to any re-interdiction of the Mexican gray wolf or any other
wolf into the wilds or anywhere except perhaps a zoo, where they
belong.
Thank You
Jerry Fennell
P.O. Box 166
Carrizozo, N.M.
88301
watchdog@tularosa.net
Please keep me informed.
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
NM
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon.
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources,
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue.
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would

upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully
protected endangered status.
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers,
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be
required in a future revision of that plan.
The Conservation Alternative should include the following
provisions:
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have
established territories.
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the
Blue Range
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any
other politically derived restrictions - just as other
endangered species are allowed free movement.
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or
private "take" or predator control.
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would
serve an important role.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Juliet Lamont
2249 Glen Ave.
Berkeley, CA 94709
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
NM
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon.
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources,
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue.
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would

upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully
protected endangered status.
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers,
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be
required in a future revision of that plan.
The Conservation Alternative should include the following
provisions:
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have
established territories.
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the
Blue Range
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any
other politically derived restrictions - just as other
endangered species are allowed free movement.
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or
private "take" or predator control.
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would
serve an important role.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Judy Stufflebeam
19178 S. Echo Dell Lane
Oregon City, OR 97045
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
NM
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon.
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources,
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue.
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would

upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully
protected endangered status.
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers,
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be
required in a future revision of that plan.
The Conservation Alternative should include the following
provisions:
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have
established territories.
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the
Blue Range
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any
other politically derived restrictions - just as other
endangered species are allowed free movement.
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or
private "take" or predator control.
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would
serve an important role.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Marilyn Jasoni
509 Phillips Drive
Penngrove, CA 94951
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
NM
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon.
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources,
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue.
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would

upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully
protected endangered status.
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers,
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be
required in a future revision of that plan.
The Conservation Alternative should include the following
provisions:
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have
established territories.
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the
Blue Range
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any
other politically derived restrictions - just as other
endangered species are allowed free movement.
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or
private "take" or predator control.
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would
serve an important role.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Thomas Lufkin
212 21st Ave. SE
Olympia, WA 98501-2928
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
NM
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon.
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources,
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue.
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would

upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully
protected endangered status.
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers,
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be
required in a future revision of that plan.
The Conservation Alternative should include the following
provisions:
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have
established territories.
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the
Blue Range
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any
other politically derived restrictions - just as other
endangered species are allowed free movement.
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or
private "take" or predator control.
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would
serve an important role.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
amanda gedraitis
1759 Campbell Ave
lasalle, IL 61301
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
NM
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
I appreciate the RIGHT to comment on the rule-change for
managing reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too
soon. Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy
reliance on predator control targeting the wolves, has
suppressed the wolf population and contributed to inbreeding.
The solution must comply with the conservation mandate of the
Endangered Species Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any
and all sources, including government take and illegal poaching
- to keep the population from rapid growth and genetic rescue.
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would

upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully
protected endangered status.
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers,
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be
required in a future revision of that plan.
The Conservation Alternative should include the following
provisions:
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have
established territories.
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the
Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically
constrained by any other politically derived restrictions - just
as other endangered species are allowed free movement.
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or
private "take" or predator control.
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would
serve an important role.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Andy Koosed
1203 Berwick ln
South Euclid, OH 44121
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
NM
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon.
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources,
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue.
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would

upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully
protected endangered status.
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers,
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be
required in a future revision of that plan.
The Conservation Alternative should include the following
provisions:
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have
established territories.
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the
Blue Range
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any
other politically derived restrictions - just as other
endangered species are allowed free movement.
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or
private "take" or predator control.
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would
serve an important role.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Julia Rouvier
1450 W. Kaibab #83
Flagsfaff, AZ 86001
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
NM
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon.
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources,
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue.
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would

upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully
protected endangered status.
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers,
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be
required in a future revision of that plan.
The Conservation Alternative should include the following
provisions:
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have
established territories.
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the
Blue Range
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any
other politically derived restrictions - just as other
endangered species are allowed free movement.
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or
private "take" or predator control.
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would
serve an important role.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Frederick Rosen
537 N. Bethlehem Pike
Lower Gwynedd, PA 19002
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
NM
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon.
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources,
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue.
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would

upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully
protected endangered status.
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers,
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be
required in a future revision of that plan.
The Conservation Alternative should include the following
provisions:
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have
established territories.
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the
Blue Range
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any
other politically derived restrictions - just as other
endangered species are allowed free movement.
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or
private "take" or predator control.
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would
serve an important role.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Leslie Keats
234 Sadowa St.
San Francisco, CA 94112
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Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon.
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources,
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue.
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would

upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully
protected endangered status.
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers,
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be
required in a future revision of that plan.
The Conservation Alternative should include the following
provisions:
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have
established territories.
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the
Blue Range
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any
other politically derived restrictions - just as other
endangered species are allowed free movement.
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or
private "take" or predator control.
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would
serve an important role.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
stef jansen
Tacuari 94
Buenos aires 1070
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
NM
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon.
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources,
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue.
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would

upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully
protected endangered status.
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers,
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be
required in a future revision of that plan.
The Conservation Alternative should include the following
provisions:
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have
established territories.
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the
Blue Range
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any
other politically derived restrictions - just as other
endangered species are allowed free movement.
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or
private "take" or predator control.
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would
serve an important role.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Anne Green
1802 Tennyson Court
Greensboro, NC 27410
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
NM
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon.
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources,
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue.
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would

upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully
protected endangered status.
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers,
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be
required in a future revision of that plan.
The Conservation Alternative should include the following
provisions:
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have
established territories.
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the
Blue Range
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any
other politically derived restrictions - just as other
endangered species are allowed free movement.
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or
private "take" or predator control.
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would
serve an important role.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
William Rogers
608 Aiken Ave
Rock Hill, SC 29730
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
NM
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon.
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources,
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue.
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would

upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully
protected endangered status.
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers,
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be
required in a future revision of that plan.
The Conservation Alternative should include the following
provisions:
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have
established territories.
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the
Blue Range
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any
other politically derived restrictions - just as other
endangered species are allowed free movement.
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or
private "take" or predator control.
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would
serve an important role.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Joseph Shulman
6249 Romo Street
San Diego, CA 92115-6932
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
NM
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
This morning I listened to an NPR program that talked about the
dwindling numbers of the "big five" wild animals in Africa. And,
now I receive this alert from the Center for Biological
Diversity in regard to a need to allow for an increase in
population of the Mexican gray wolf. As a citizen of the eastern
part of the U.S., the opportunity to write to encourage the
reintroduction of the wolf in the western part comes as a
surprise!
Nevertheless, to echo the words of the Center for Biological
Diversity: The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for
managing reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too

soon. Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy
reliance on predator control targeting the wolves, has
suppressed the wolf population and contributed to inbreeding.
The solution must comply with the conservation mandate of the
Endangered Species Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any
and all sources, including government take and illegal poaching
- to keep the population from rapid growth and genetic rescue.
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would
upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully
protected endangered status.
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers,
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be
required in a future revision of that plan.
The Conservation Alternative should include the following
provisions:
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have
established territories.
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the
Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically
constrained by any other politically derived restrictions - just
as other endangered species are allowed free movement.
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or
private "take" or predator control.
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would
serve an important role.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Charles D. Jacobs

696 Fruithurst Dr.
PIttsburgh, PA 15228-2534
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
NM
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon.
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources,
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue.
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would

upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully
protected endangered status.
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers,
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be
required in a future revision of that plan.
The Conservation Alternative should include the following
provisions:
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have
established territories.
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the
Blue Range
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any
other politically derived restrictions - just as other
endangered species are allowed free movement.
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or
private "take" or predator control.
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would
serve an important role.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Rachel Wolf
403 Emeline Avenue
Santa Cruz, CA 95060-2244
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
NM
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon.
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources,
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue.
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would

upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully
protected endangered status.
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers,
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be
required in a future revision of that plan.
The Conservation Alternative should include the following
provisions:
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have
established territories.
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the
Blue Range
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any
other politically derived restrictions - just as other
endangered species are allowed free movement.
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or
private "take" or predator control.
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would
serve an important role.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
jorian trowbridge
60 new street
kingston, NY 12401
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
NM
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon.
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources,
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue.
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would

upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully
protected endangered status.
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers,
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be
required in a future revision of that plan.
The Conservation Alternative should include the following
provisions:
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have
established territories.
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the
Blue Range
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any
other politically derived restrictions - just as other
endangered species are allowed free movement.
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or
private "take" or predator control.
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would
serve an important role.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Katie Kreutter
250 Raphael Drive
Webster, NY 14580
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
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Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon.
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources,
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue.
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would

upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully
protected endangered status.
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers,
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be
required in a future revision of that plan.
The Conservation Alternative should include the following
provisions:
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have
established territories.
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the
Blue Range
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any
other politically derived restrictions - just as other
endangered species are allowed free movement.
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or
private "take" or predator control.
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would
serve an important role.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Fred Smith
32915 s.e. compton rd.
boring, OR 97009-8090
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
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Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon.
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources,
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue.
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would

upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully
protected endangered status.
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers,
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be
required in a future revision of that plan.
The Conservation Alternative should include the following
provisions:
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have
established territories.
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the
Blue Range
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any
other politically derived restrictions - just as other
endangered species are allowed free movement.
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or
private "take" or predator control.
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would
serve an important role.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Victor Glock
2412 Judson St.
San Diego, CA 92111-6214
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
NM
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon.
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources,
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue.
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would

upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully
protected endangered status.
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers,
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be
required in a future revision of that plan.
The Conservation Alternative should include the following
provisions:
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have
established territories.
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the
Blue Range
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any
other politically derived restrictions - just as other
endangered species are allowed free movement.
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or
private "take" or predator control.
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would
serve an important role.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Brittiany Tindall
900N 61st
Waco, TX 76710
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Dec 29, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery

efforts in the Southwest.
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Ms. Parvona Ulrich
8737 W Karen Lee Ln
Peoria, AZ 85382-3776
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Dec 29, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.

After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Mr. Robert & Debra Harris
957 S 240th Dr
Buckeye, AZ 85326-1879
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Dec 29, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.

After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Mrs. Marion Mahn
745 Paiute Pl
Franklin Lakes, NJ 07417-2222
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Dec 29, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery

efforts in the Southwest.
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Ms. Carolyn Gaines
PO Box 691
Dulce, NM 87528-0691
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
NM
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon.
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources,
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue.
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be

analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would
upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully
protected endangered status.
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers,
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be
required in a future revision of that plan.
The Conservation Alternative should include the following
provisions:
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have
established territories.
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the
Blue Range
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any
other politically derived restrictions - just as other
endangered species are allowed free movement.
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or
private "take" or predator control.
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would
serve an important role.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Denise Hicks
10945 Bluffside Dr Apt 211
Studio City, CA 91604
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
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Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon.
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources,
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue.
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would

upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully
protected endangered status.
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers,
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be
required in a future revision of that plan.
The Conservation Alternative should include the following
provisions:
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have
established territories.
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the
Blue Range
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any
other politically derived restrictions - just as other
endangered species are allowed free movement.
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or
private "take" or predator control.
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would
serve an important role.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Marie Mark
304 Via El Cuadro
Santa Barbara, CA 93111
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
NM
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon.
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources,
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue.
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would

upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully
protected endangered status.
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers,
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be
required in a future revision of that plan.
The Conservation Alternative should include the following
provisions:
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have
established territories.
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the
Blue Range
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any
other politically derived restrictions - just as other
endangered species are allowed free movement.
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or
private "take" or predator control.
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would
serve an important role.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Daniel Shively
779 White Farm Road
Indiana, PA 15701
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
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Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon.
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources,
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue.
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would

upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully
protected endangered status.
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers,
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be
required in a future revision of that plan.
The Conservation Alternative should include the following
provisions:
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have
established territories.
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the
Blue Range
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any
other politically derived restrictions - just as other
endangered species are allowed free movement.
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or
private "take" or predator control.
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would
serve an important role.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
HEATHER HUNDT
6132 Moonlight Drive
Las Vegas, NV 89130
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
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Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon.
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources,
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue.
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be

analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would
upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully
protected endangered status.
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers,
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be
required in a future revision of that plan.
The Conservation Alternative should include the following
provisions:
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have
established territories.
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the
Blue Range
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any
other politically derived restrictions - just as other
endangered species are allowed free movement.
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or
private "take" or predator control.
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would
serve an important role.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Gerald Smolinsky
2125 Melridge Pl.
Austin, TX 78704-2019
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
NM
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon.
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources,
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue.
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would

upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully
protected endangered status.
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers,
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be
required in a future revision of that plan.
The Conservation Alternative should include the following
provisions:
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have
established territories.
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the
Blue Range
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any
other politically derived restrictions - just as other
endangered species are allowed free movement.
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or
private "take" or predator control.
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would
serve an important role.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
roberta claypool
2822 coconut ave
miami, FL 33133
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
NM
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon.
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources,
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue.
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would

upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully
protected endangered status.
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers,
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be
required in a future revision of that plan.
The Conservation Alternative should include the following
provisions:
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have
established territories.
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the
Blue Range
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any
other politically derived restrictions - just as other
endangered species are allowed free movement.
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or
private "take" or predator control.
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would
serve an important role.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Frances Mostov
1311 Devonshire Way
Palm Beach Gardens, FL 33418
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
NM
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon.
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources,
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue.
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would

upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully
protected endangered status.
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers,
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be
required in a future revision of that plan.
The Conservation Alternative should include the following
provisions:
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have
established territories.
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the
Blue Range
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any
other politically derived restrictions - just as other
endangered species are allowed free movement.
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or
private "take" or predator control.
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would
serve an important role.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Carolyn %pa_first_name% Robert Burns
9861 E. Caron St.
Scottsdale, AZ 85254
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
NM
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon.
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources,
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue.
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would

upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully
protected endangered status.
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers,
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be
required in a future revision of that plan.
The Conservation Alternative should include the following
provisions:
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have
established territories.
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the
Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically
constrained by any other politically derived restrictions - just
as other endangered species are allowed free movement.
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or
safely render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so
as to prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where
domestic animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on
stock. This could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding
blameless for subsequent depredations any wolf that has
scavenged on dead livestock - and protecting such wolves from
any governmental or private "take" or predator control. Ranchers
should continue to be compensated for wolf kills.
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would
serve an important role.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
eli bernstein
3723 N. Grandview Dr
Flagstaff, AZ 86004
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
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Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
Science has learned that each species in an ecosystem plays a
critical role. We have invested much money and energy into
studying and preserving a population of these wolves, but their
importance lies in their reintegration into their ecosystem. We
must learn to live with wild animals, not remove them, if we
hope to preserve our natural world in a healthy state.
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon.
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must

comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources,
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue.
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would
upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully
protected endangered status.
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers,
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be
required in a future revision of that plan.
The Conservation Alternative should include the following
provisions:
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have
established territories.
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the
Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically
constrained by any other politically derived restrictions - just
as other endangered species are allowed free movement.
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or
private "take" or predator control.
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would
serve an important role.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Tracy Ouellette
14078 Mactaggart Ave.
Bow, WA 98232
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
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Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon.
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources,
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue.
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would

upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully
protected endangered status.
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers,
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be
required in a future revision of that plan.
The Conservation Alternative should include the following
provisions:
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have
established territories.
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the
Blue Range
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any
other politically derived restrictions - just as other
endangered species are allowed free movement.
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or
private "take" or predator control.
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would
serve an important role.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Mike Tomlinson
2776 18th St.
Sacramento, CA 95818
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
NM
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon.
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources,
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue.
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would

upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully
protected endangered status.
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers,
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be
required in a future revision of that plan.
The Conservation Alternative should include the following
provisions:
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have
established territories.
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the
Blue Range
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any
other politically derived restrictions - just as other
endangered species are allowed free movement.
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or
private "take" or predator control.
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would
serve an important role.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Thomas Dadant
710 Melrose Ave.
Santa Cruz, CA 95062
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
NM
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon.
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources,
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue.
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would

upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully
protected endangered status.
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers,
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be
required in a future revision of that plan.
The Conservation Alternative should include the following
provisions:
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have
established territories.
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the
Blue Range
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any
other politically derived restrictions - just as other
endangered species are allowed free movement.
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or
private "take" or predator control.
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would
serve an important role.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Bonnie Knight
2546 Great Highway
San Francisco, CA 94116-2613
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
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Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon.
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources,
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue.
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be

analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would
upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully
protected endangered status.
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers,
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be
required in a future revision of that plan.
The Conservation Alternative should include the following
provisions:
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have
established territories.
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the
Blue Range
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any
other politically derived restrictions - just as other
endangered species are allowed free movement.
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or
private "take" or predator control.
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would
serve an important role.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
David Wilson
P.O. Box 335
Myrtle Point, OR 97458
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
NM
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon.
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources,
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue.
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be

analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would
upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully
protected endangered status.
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers,
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be
required in a future revision of that plan.
The Conservation Alternative should include the following
provisions:
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have
established territories.
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the
Blue Range
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any
other politically derived restrictions - just as other
endangered species are allowed free movement.
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or
private "take" or predator control.
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would
serve an important role.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Jessica Smith
258 Southwind Drive
Lexington, NC 27292
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
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Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon.
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources,
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue.
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would

upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully
protected endangered status.
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers,
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be
required in a future revision of that plan.
The Conservation Alternative should include the following
provisions:
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have
established territories.
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the
Blue Range
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any
other politically derived restrictions - just as other
endangered species are allowed free movement.
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or
private "take" or predator control.
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would
serve an important role.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
jorge lozada
82 vermont st.
springfield, MA 01108
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
NM
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon.
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources,
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue.
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would

upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully
protected endangered status.
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers,
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be
required in a future revision of that plan.
The Conservation Alternative should include the following
provisions:
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have
established territories.
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the
Blue Range
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any
other politically derived restrictions - just as other
endangered species are allowed free movement.
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or
private "take" or predator control.
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would
serve an important role.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Karl Heiman
8116 E, Quartz Ridge Dr.
Tucson, AZ 85715
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
NM
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon.
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources,
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue.
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would

upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully
protected endangered status.
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers,
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be
required in a future revision of that plan.
The Conservation Alternative should include the following
provisions:
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have
established territories.
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the
Blue Range
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any
other politically derived restrictions - just as other
endangered species are allowed free movement.
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or
private "take" or predator control.
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would
serve an important role.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Melissa Maxwell
37732 Baywood Dr
Farmington, MI 48335-3608
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
NM
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon.
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources,
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue.
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would

upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully
protected endangered status.
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers,
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be
required in a future revision of that plan.
The Conservation Alternative should include the following
provisions:
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have
established territories.
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the
Blue Range
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any
other politically derived restrictions - just as other
endangered species are allowed free movement.
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or
private "take" or predator control.
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would
serve an important role.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Joel Robinson
5907 Valley Forge Drive
Orange, CA 92869
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
NM
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon.
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources,
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue.
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would

upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully
protected endangered status.
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers,
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be
required in a future revision of that plan.
The Conservation Alternative should include the following
provisions:
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have
established territories.
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the
Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically
constrained by any other politically derived restrictions - just
as other endangered species are allowed free movement.
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or
private "take" or predator control.
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would
serve an important role.
Thank you for your time.
Sincerely,
Mariana Moreira
R. Agostinho Neto, 27, 4C
Lisbon 1750-004
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
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Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon.
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources,
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue.
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would

upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully
protected endangered status.
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers,
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be
required in a future revision of that plan.
The Conservation Alternative should include the following
provisions:
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have
established territories.
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the
Blue Range
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any
other politically derived restrictions - just as other
endangered species are allowed free movement.
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or
private "take" or predator control.
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would
serve an important role.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
D Roja
4915 Douvan Court
Carmichael, CA 95608
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
NM
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon.
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources,
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue.
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would

upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully
protected endangered status.
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers,
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be
required in a future revision of that plan.
The Conservation Alternative should include the following
provisions:
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have
established territories.
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the
Blue Range
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any
other politically derived restrictions - just as other
endangered species are allowed free movement.
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or
private "take" or predator control.
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would
serve an important role.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
dave robinson
POB 151
CURLEW, WA 99118
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
NM
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon.
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources,
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue.
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would

upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully
protected endangered status.
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers,
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be
required in a future revision of that plan.
The Conservation Alternative should include the following
provisions:
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have
established territories.
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the
Blue Range
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any
other politically derived restrictions - just as other
endangered species are allowed free movement.
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or
private "take" or predator control.
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would
serve an important role.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Mary Blair
pob 195
Waynesfield, OH 45896
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
NM
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources,
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue.
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would
upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from

their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully
protected endangered status.
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers,
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be
required in a future revision of that plan.
The Conservation Alternative should include the following
provisions:
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have
established territories.
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the
Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically
constrained by any other politically derived restrictions - just
as other endangered species are allowed free movement.
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or
private "take" or predator control.
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would
serve an important role.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Chris Meiners
4732 Henson Dr.
Caddo Mills, TX 75135
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
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Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon.
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources,
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue.
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would

upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully
protected endangered status.
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers,
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be
required in a future revision of that plan.
The Conservation Alternative should include the following
provisions:
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have
established territories.
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the
Blue Range
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any
other politically derived restrictions - just as other
endangered species are allowed free movement.
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or
private "take" or predator control.
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would
serve an important role.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Patricia Clemans
720 W. 4th. st.
Marysville, OH 43040
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
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Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon.
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources,
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue.
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would

upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully
protected endangered status.
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers,
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be
required in a future revision of that plan.
The Conservation Alternative should include the following
provisions:
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have
established territories.
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the
Blue Range
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any
other politically derived restrictions - just as other
endangered species are allowed free movement.
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or
private "take" or predator control.
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would
serve an important role.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
P St August
POB 511
Okanogan, WA 98840
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
NM
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon.
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources,
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue.
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would

upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully
protected endangered status.
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers,
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be
required in a future revision of that plan.
The Conservation Alternative should include the following
provisions:
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have
established territories.
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the
Blue Range
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any
other politically derived restrictions - just as other
endangered species are allowed free movement.
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or
private "take" or predator control.
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would
serve an important role.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Melanie Truan Ph.D
2402 AMAPOLA DR.
DAVIS, CA 95616
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
NM
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon.
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources,
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue.
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would

upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully
protected endangered status.
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers,
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be
required in a future revision of that plan.
The Conservation Alternative should include the following
provisions:
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have
established territories.
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the
Blue Range
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any
other politically derived restrictions - just as other
endangered species are allowed free movement.
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or
private "take" or predator control.
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would
serve an important role.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Michael McGuire
18 Chaumont
Mission Viejo, CA 92692-5179
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
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Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon.
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources,
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue.
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would

upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully
protected endangered status.
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers,
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be
required in a future revision of that plan.
The Conservation Alternative should include the following
provisions:
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have
established territories.
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the
Blue Range
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any
other politically derived restrictions - just as other
endangered species are allowed free movement.
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or
private "take" or predator control.
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would
serve an important role.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Charlene Root
8634 Friends Avenue
Whittier, CA 90602
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
NM
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon.
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources,
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue.
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would

upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully
protected endangered status.
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers,
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be
required in a future revision of that plan.
The Conservation Alternative should include the following
provisions:
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have
established territories.
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the
Blue Range
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any
other politically derived restrictions - just as other
endangered species are allowed free movement.
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or
private "take" or predator control.
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would
serve an important role.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Debra %pa_first_name% Robert Harris
957 S 240th Drive
Buckeye, AZ 85326
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
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Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon.
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources,
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue.
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would

upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully
protected endangered status.
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers,
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be
required in a future revision of that plan.
The Conservation Alternative should include the following
provisions:
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have
established territories.
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the
Blue Range
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any
other politically derived restrictions - just as other
endangered species are allowed free movement.
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or
private "take" or predator control.
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would
serve an important role.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Cheryl Grillmeier
1111 Wayne Ave.
Dayton, OH 45410
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
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Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources,
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue.
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would
upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully

protected endangered status.
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers,
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be
required in a future revision of that plan.
The Conservation Alternative should include the following
provisions:
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have
established territories.
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the
Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically
constrained by any other politically derived restrictions - just
as other endangered species are allowed free movement.
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or
private "take" or predator control.
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would
serve an important role.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Walter Graue
205 Mosley Drive
Lynn Haven, FL 32444
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
NM
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon.
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources,
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue.
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would

upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully
protected endangered status.
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers,
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be
required in a future revision of that plan.
The Conservation Alternative should include the following
provisions:
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have
established territories.
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the
Blue Range
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any
other politically derived restrictions - just as other
endangered species are allowed free movement.
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or
private "take" or predator control.
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would
serve an important role.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Armando Oalde
380 Bayou Cr.
Freeport, FL 32439
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
NM
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon.
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources,
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue.
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would

upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully
protected endangered status.
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers,
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be
required in a future revision of that plan.
The Conservation Alternative should include the following
provisions:
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have
established territories.
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the
Blue Range
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any
other politically derived restrictions - just as other
endangered species are allowed free movement.
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or
private "take" or predator control.
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would
serve an important role.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Megan Porta
550 Dupont Ave.
York, PA 17403
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Dr. Brian Millsap, State Administrator, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
NM
Dear Dr. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
The opportunity to comment on the rule-change for managing
reintroduced Mexican gray wolves comes not a moment too soon.
Fish and Wildlife Service management, with its heavy reliance on
predator control targeting the wolves, has suppressed the wolf
population and contributed to inbreeding. The solution must
comply with the conservation mandate of the Endangered Species
Act and not allow loss of wolves - from any and all sources,
including government take and illegal poaching - to keep the
population from rapid growth and genetic rescue.
To this end, please develop a Conservation Alternative to be
analyzed in the draft environmental impact statement that would

upgrade the legal status of the reintroduced Mexican wolves from
their current "experimental non-essential" standing to a fully
protected endangered status.
Please do not include any alternative for analysis that would
increase take of wolves, set any limits on wolf numbers,
restrict their movements, or in any other respect infringe on
the potential of establishing additional Mexican wolf
populations, one of which is already called for in the 1982
Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan and more of which will likely be
required in a future revision of that plan.
The Conservation Alternative should include the following
provisions:
1) Allow release of wolves from the captive breeding population
directly into New Mexico. This is particularly important to
enable the Fish and Wildlife Service to release genetically
valuable animals into areas in which no wolf packs have
established territories.
2) Allow wolves to roam freely outside the boundaries of the
Blue Range
Wolf Recovery Area and not be geographically constrained by any
other politically derived restrictions - just as other
endangered species are allowed free movement.
3) Require livestock owners using public lands to remove or
render inedible the carcasses of non-wolf-killed stock so as to
prevent wolves from being attracted to areas where domestic
animals are vulnerable and habituating to preying on stock. This
could be accomplished, at least in part, by holding blameless
for subsequent depredations any wolf that has scavenged on dead
livestock - and protecting such wolves from any governmental or
private "take" or predator control.
4) Authorize release of wolves into the White Sands Wolf
Recovery Area, which is just a few dozen miles to the east of
the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area. White Sands has already been
analyzed for its suitability for wolves and could serve as a
home for genetically valuable wolves that might not otherwise be
released. White Sands has only been found "unsuitable" if wolves
are required to stay within its boundaries, but as part of a
population that interacts with wolves in the Gila, it would
serve an important role.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
sallie teutsch
1961 26th ave e
seattle, WA 98112-3015

